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Background

Recognition memory & Mnemonic Similarity Task

• Reward anticipation has beneficial effects on memory (e.g., Gruber et al., 2014;
Wittmann et al., 2005), and difficult to predict reward distributions enhance memory
for incidentally encoded scenes (Rouhani et al., 2018)
• These findings come from studies where participants are unable to learn
contingencies, making it difficult to predict rewarding outcomes
• We aim to test how outcome predictability affects reward anticipatory effects for
unrelated images in decisions from experience (Madan et al., 2014, 2017)

• Surprise recognition memory test at end of experiment using the
mnemonic similarity task (MST; Stark et al., 2013, 2019)
• MST uses three types of stimuli

Decisions from experience

Proposed statistical analysis

• Participants will repeatedly make choices between doors
• Unrelated trial unique image will be shown after each choice
• Reward feedback will be provided following image but linked to door choice

Image Type
• Calculating memory performance
Target
Similar lure Novel foil
• Recognition:
Old
• Correct proportion of ‘old’ responses to target
Similar
images – ‘old’ responses to foils (i.e., blue - orange)
New
• Lure discrimination:
• Correct proportion of ‘similar’ responses to lures – ‘similar’ responses to foils (i.e., green - red)
• 2 (memory type) x 6 (blocks) x 2 (choice) repeated-measures ANOVA
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• Decision task will comprise of 6 blocks with 48 trials each (total of 288 trials)
• 24 decision trials, 16 catch trials, and 8 single-door trials per block
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Expected results of ANOVA:
• Main effect of memory type reflecting better discriminability for old targets compared to similar
lures (i.e., recognition > lure discrimination)
• Interaction effect between memory type and blocks reflecting decreased reward anticipation with
increased experience such that memory for unrelated images are negatively affected with
experience
• Main effect of choice reflecting better memory when making risky compared to fixed outcome
choices due to increased reward anticipation and reward prediction error
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Illustration of trial sequence:

• Participants will make old/similar/new responses
• Task will consist of 720 images:
•240 targets, 240 similar lures, and 240 novel foils
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